Broughton Pinfold
On the A6 just south of the village on the edge of the King George V playing fields is
a stone enclosure with a gate in it.
It is an animal pound where stray livestock such as pigs or sheep were impounded
until claimed by their owners or sold to cover the costs.
The terms "pinfold" and "pound" are Saxon in origin. "Pundfald" and "pund" both
mean an enclosure. There appears to be no difference between a pinfold and a
village pound. The term “Pinfold” seems to be more popular in the north and east of
England, whilst in the south and west the term “Pound” is more popular.
Where the enclosure is called a pinfold it generally dates back to the 10-11th century.
The Village Pinfold was a feature of some medieval villages any by the 16th century
most villages and townships would have had one. Most of the remains we see today
date from the 16th and 17th centuries as those by toll roads were also used for cattle
or sheep that strayed onto the tracks/roads.
Early pounds/pinfolds had just briar hedges, replaced by built in stone or brick in the
17th century, making them more stock-proof. The size and shape of village them
varies, some are four sided: rectangular, square and irregular, others are circular. In
size they vary from a few square meters to over 0.5 ha.
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1842 Tithe Map
Broughton Pinfold is seen on maps as early as the 17th century as well as Pinfold
Cottage which is through to be where the “Keeper” lived. The Pinfold is grade 2 listed

and has sandstone with walls about 1.5 metres (4 ft. 11 in) high. These form a
rectangular enclosure about 10 metres (33 ft.) long and 8 metres (26 ft.) high. The
walls have rounded coping, and there is a gate with a lintel at the north wall.
Internally there is a stone trough and a number of shaped stones which may have
come from Broughton Tower. The floor is shingle and well drained.

2016

There has to be a lot of work done behind the scenes to enable the preparation of a bid to
the Lottery. All work to date has been agreed with Diane Vaughan at Preston City Council as
this is a listed site.
This is a summary of where we are up to:
 James O’Flaherty of Uclan came to see the site and advise us, the initial step was to
clear the site then he will get students to map it for us properly...
 We then have had a local firm (Hawthorne Estates) that are specialists in dry stone
walling and renovation give us an idea what needs to be done with the site. They
have presented a clear set of ideas which we will eventually get costed which include
improving the picnic area to the east and offering opportunities for the community
and school to be involved in the renovation
 The Pinfold has been cleared of ivy, Himalayan Balsam and other plants by Treeco,
and the tree encroaching on the south west corner removed.
The next stage is to get the site mapped and prepare the bid.
The Pinfold is part of a bigger project that will be undertaken on the field which includes
drainage of the park and playing fields area, tree conservation, replacing the shower block
and adding benches around the park and by the pinfold. At the pinfold the benches may also
have tables, bins and a cycle rack for the Guild Wheelers.

